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Let b(t), q(t) be continuously differentiable Gaussian processes with mean 
zero, unit variance, and common covariance function r(t), and such that c(t) 
and 7(t) are independent for all t, and consider the movements of a particle with 
time-varying coordinates (5(t), T(t)). The time and location of the exists of the 
particle across a circle with radius u defines a point process in R8 with its points 
located on the cylinder {(t, u cos 0, u sin 0); t > 0, 0 < B < 2~). It is shown 
that if r(t) log t ---f 0 as t -+ ~0, the time and space-normalized point process of 
exits converges in distribution to a Poisson process on the unit cylinder. As a 
consequence one obtains the asymptotic distribution of the maximum of a 
xe-process, x2(t) = te(t) + q*(t), P{supO<t<r x*(t) Q 23) -+ e-r if T( -r”(O)/2+% 
x exp( - u*/2) ---f 7 as T, u + to. Furthermore, it is shown that the points in RS 
generated by the local c-maxima of x2(t) converges to a Poisson process in Rs 
with intensity measure (in cylindrical polar coordinates) (2717*)-i dt dtJ dr. As a 
consequence one obtains the asymptotic extremal distribution for any function 
g(<(t), V(t)) which is “almost quadratic” in the sense that g*(r cos i?, r sin 8) = 
$(r” - g(r cos 0, r sin 0)) has a limit g*(e) as r + co. Then P(sup,,<,<r g(<(t), 
7(t)) < ~“1 + exp(-(+/24 .GI, e-‘*(o) de) if T(-r”(0)/2~)1~Bu exp(-G/2) + r 
as T,u + 03. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC FACTS 
The asymptotic behaviour of the maximum 
sup X(t) 
OGST 
of a continuous stationary process has been studied in detail mostly in the 
Gaussian case, and not very much is known for non Gaussian processes. However, 
if X(t) is a function of a multivariate Gaussian process all the simple correlation 
properties of the components can be used to permit fairly general conclusions. 
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The object of this paper is to develop a theory for the Poisson character of 
exists across a circle for a bivariate Gaussian process (c(t), r](t)) and to show 
how this yields the extremal theory for X(t) = c’(t) + $(t) and other functions 
X(t) = g([(t), q(t)). The theorems and proofs are given here for the bivariate 
case only to avoid too many technicalities; general formulations and more 
applications are given in Lindgren (1980). 
Let c(t), y(t), t > 0 be independent stationary Gaussian processes with zero 
mean and unit variance and with the same covariance function r(t) = Cov(c(s), 
[(s + t)) = Cov(v(s), $s + t)), admitting the expansion 
r(t) = 1 - A‘#/2 + o(t2) as t + 0, (1.1) 
and suppose c(t) and v(t) have continuously differentiable sample paths with 
Var(r(t)) = Var(T’(t)) = A, = --r”(O). Then 
x2(t) = 12(t) + 11*(t) 
is a stationary X*(2)-process with continuously differentiable sample paths, which 
most naturally is interpreted as the squared distance from the origin to the 
point (5(t), rl(t)) E R2. 
Take u > 0, and consider the upcrossings of the level u2 by the process x”(t), 
0 < t < T, or, which is the same, the exits by (c(t), q(t)), 0 < t < T across 
the circle 
s, = ((x1 , x2) E 112; x12 + x2” = u”} 
with radius u. If we consider {(t, c(t), q(t)) E R3; 0 < t < T) as a continuous 
curve in R3, these exits will define a set of points on the cylinder 
(0, T] x S, = {(t, x1 , x2) E R3; 0 < t < T, x12 + x22 = u”} 
which of course is random and therefore constitute a point process. 
Further, let I = (a, b] and J = [OL, /I), 0 < a < b, 0 < 01 < p < 2n, be 
real intervals and let 
S,(I x J) = {(t, u cos 8, u sin 0) E R3; t ~1, 0 E J} 
be a rectangle on (0, co) x SW . 
THEOREM 1.1. The mean number of exits by (t(t), q(t)), 0 < t < 1, across 
the circle S, is given by 
p(u) = (A,/27~)~/~ ue-uz/2. U-2) 
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More generally, the mean number of exits through the rectangle &(I x J) equals 
& (b - a)@ - 4 1-44. 
Proof. Formula (1.2) is shown by a variety of authors e.g. Belyaev (1968) and 
Hasofer (1976). F ormula (1.3) follows from the stationarity and the fact that 
the process (5(t), 77(t)) can be rotated and that (c(t) cos 0, q(t) sin 13) has the same 
distributional properties regardless of the value of 8. 1 
Remark 1.2. The assumption that ([(t)) and (v(t)> are independent processes 
is in fact not necessary for the results of this paper to hold. All that is required 
is that t;(t) and T(t) are independent for each t, supt 1 Cov(C(s), q(s + t))l < 1, 
and Cov([(s), r](s + t)) log t + 0 as t + CD. Furthermore, if Cov(l;(t), q’(t)) or 
Cov(r(t), r)(t)) are non-zero, formula (1.2) has to be modified by a multiplicative 
constant. m 
2. ASYMPTOTIC POISSON CHARACTER OF EXITS 
We now turn to the statistical properties of the number of exits by (r(t), T(t)) 
across the circle S, , and their location in space and time as u + 03. This will 
automatically give the distributional properties of the number of us-upcrossings 
for x2(t) = i?(t) + q2(t), and as a consequence the asymptotic distribution 
of ~ups<~<~ x’(t) as T --f co. 
As can be expected from extreme value theory for univariate Gaussian 
processes, a suitable condition for the asymptotic Poisson character of extreme 
exits is the following weak covariance condition, 
r(t) log t -+ 0 as t-a, (2.1) 
together with the indispensable (l.l), (Berman (1971)), and as we shall see, this 
is the natural condition also in the multivariate case. In a recent paper, Sharpe 
(1978) has obtained the asymptotic Poisson distribution of the number of u2- 
upcrossings by g(t) under stronger covariance conditions. As the results of this 
paper shows, (2.1) is enough to yield the full asymptotic Poisson character of 
exits, not only in time but also in space. 
Since &I() -+ 0 as u + 00, there are, with probability approaching one, no 
exits across S, in any fixed time interval of tinite length. To compensate this we 
let T -+ co so that 
Tp(u) = T(h,/2?r)W ue-“‘12 -+ 7 > 0. 
Taking logarithms we can invert this and obtain 
u2 - 2 log u = 2(log T - log .r + 1og(h2/2+/2), 
(2.2) 
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or, since G/2 log T + 1 and therefore 2 log u - log log T -+ log 2, 
u2 = 2 log T + log log T + log 2 - 2 log T + log(A,/2rr) + o(1). (2.3) 
By letting T and u tend to infinity in this coordinated way, we can normalize 
the point process of exits across S, by (t(t), 7(t)), 0 < t < T both in space and 
in time and obtain a point process on the unit cylinder (0, I] x S, in the following 
way. If (5(t), v(t)) h as an exit across S, at time t, place a point on the cylinder 
(0, I] x S, at 
(t/T, u-W, u-W)). 
If I = (a, b] C (0, l] and J = [01, j3) C [0,24 are real intervals, then 
w x J) = {(t, cos 0, sin 0) E R3; t E I, 0 E fi 
is a rectangle on the cylinder, and when no ambiguity is possible we denote this 
rectangle simply by I x 1. N ow define N,(I x J) to be the number of points 
in the point process constructed above which fall in &(I x I), or in other words, 
NJI x j) = #{t E T . I; (r;(t), 7(t)) = (u cos 0, u sin 0) 
for some 8 f J, outcrossing). 
(Here (&>, 40) E & y outcrossing, means that t2(t) + 72(t) = z8 and there 
exists an E > 0 such that for all r E (0, l ), 
[‘(t - T) + 7f(t - T) < U2 < T2(t + T) + v2(t + T).) 
This defines the point process N,, . We also define the tentative limiting Poisson 
process iV on (0, l] x S, with intensity measure (T/h) * dt ds(x), where A(X) 
is the Haar measure on S, with total mass 27~ and dt is the Lebesgue measure on 
(0, 11. In particular, this means that the mean number of points in N on the 
entire cylinder (0, l] x S, is equal to T .  
THEOREM 2.1. If the components of the stationary Gaussian process (c(t), 
T(t)), t > 0, are idependent and hawe a covariance function r(t) that satisfies (1.1) 
and (2.1), the time and space normalized point process N, of exits tends in distribu- 
tion to the Poisson process N on (0, I] x S, with intensity measure (42~) * dt ds(x) 
if Tp(u) --+ 7 > 0. 
As a consequence, ;f x”(t) = L?(t) + +(t) is a y(2)-process, the time normalized 
point process of upcrossings of the level u2 will tend to a one dimensional Poisson 
process with intensity 7. 
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Proof. To prove the convergence of the point process N, towards the Poisson 
process N only the following two statements need to be checked, 
(a) E(N,(I x J)) + E(N(I x 1)) when I = (a, b], J = [a, b), and 
(b) P(N,( U) = 0) --+ P{N( U) = 0} when 
U = (j Ik x Jk 
k=l 
is a finite union of disjoint rectangles on (0, l] x S,; see e.g. Kallenberg (1976), 
Theorem 4.7. 
Here, part (a) is trivial since E(N,(I x J)) is equal to the mean number of 
exits through S,( T * I x J) for (c(t), r](t)), which by Theorem 1.1 is equal to 
; (b - a)(/3 - a) p(u) -+ ~(b - u)(/9 - a)/297 = E(N(I x J)). 
To see that part (b) is satisfied is the major part of the proof, and to facilitate 
comparisons with the one-dimensional proof we break it up into a series of 
lemmas. 
The basic idea is to consider different linear combinations 
&7(t) = [(t) cos e + q(t) sin e (2.4) 
of the two processes 5(t) and q(t) and then use the fact that, if 8’ and 6” are fixed 
different numbers in [0,21~), then the point processes of zr-upcrossings for 
&p(t) and &n(t) are asymptotically independent, regardless of how close 8’ and 
8” are; see Lindgren (1974). In fact, one can go even further, and consider a 
whole family of processes e,;,(t), j = I,2 ,..., where p -+ 0 as u + co, and, 
while retaining asymptotic independence of u-upcrossings, approximate the 
e&s of (5(t), rl(t)) across S, by means of the u-upcrossings of &,(t),i = 1,2,... 
The proof of part (b) now proceeds by replacing the event (NU( U) = 0) = 
n~=l{Nu(Ik x Jk) = 0} by the event 
and then evaluate the probability of this latter event, using asymptotic inde- 
pendence. We start with the tail distribution of the maximum over a small 
rectangle. 
Define 
M(I x J) = sup&(t); t ~60 6 II, 
where &e(t) is defined by (2.4), and note that for every fixed t, and h < 27r, 
(see e.g. Leadbetter (1974), Chap. 5), 
P{zy~~ to(t) > 24) = 1 - Q(u) + $- f+/’ = o(+)) as u+co. 
(2.5) 
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LEMMA 2.2. There exist hk > 0, hi > 0 such that for all I = (a, b], J = 
[a, /I) with b - a=h’<hh,p--ar=h”<h;l, 
Proof. We can regard {f@(t); t > 0, 0 E [0,27r)} as a Gaussian field with two 
dimensional parameter (t, 6) and use known extremal theory for such fields. 
It follows, e.g. from Lemma 5 in Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973), that for hg < 27r, 
which is equivalent to the statement of the lemma. 1 
The next lemma shows that we can work with maxima for &B(t) instead of 
e&s for (5(t), 7(t)) over fixed time intervals. 
LEMMA 2.3. If I = (a, b], J = [CL, /3) with b - a < h; , /3 - (II < h;, and 
N,(I X J) = #{t E I; (t(t), q(t)) = (24 cos 0, 24 sin e), 
for some 0 E J, outcrossing} = NU( T * I x J) 
then 
-& I P{W x J) > 4 - wu(~ x J> 3 111 - 0 as u+co. 
Proof. Let T, be the tangent to the circle S, at the point (U cos p, u sin fs), 
and let u, = u/cos E be the distance from the origin to TB along the radius 
/I + f. Furthermore, let JE = [a - E, a) U [/3, fl + 6) and J$ = [0, OL - l ) U 
[18 + E, 27r). Then 
0 < P{M(I x J) > u> - P{iq(I x J) 3 1) 
< PoJqI x JJ > 4 + WqI x J3 > 4 + p’~$ tow > 4 
where, by Lemma 2.2, 
P(M(I x JE) > u} = -g PO4 + 4-44~ 
and, also by Lemma 2.2, 
WV x .r> > 4 == 4P@)), 
for every fixed E > 0. Since furthermore, from the univariate extreme value 
theory, (2.5), 
PhJp 5ew > 4 = G e-ualz + 1 - CD(u) = o(p(u)) 
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it follows that 
and since .E > 0 is arbitrary, this gives the conclusion of the lemma. 1 
We now return to the setting of part (b) in the proof of the theorem, and let U 
be a finite union of rectangles, and by suitable renumbering, write 
whereI,=(ak,bk],O<a~ffa,<b,<...<bd1,aredisjoint,andJ,,= 
[ark9 , &) are disjoint for every k. 
LEMMA 2.4. If T, u -+ 00 so that Tp(u) -+ 7, then 
P{N,( U) = 0)) - P (n n @f(T * & x Jd < 4) + 0. 
k i 
Proof. Cover uk us (T . I&. X J&j} by disjoint rectangles RI ,..., R, and 
dimension h’ x h”, where n < 2nT/h’h”. Then 
where R,, = (0, h’] x [O, h”). Since Tp( u + 7, Lemma 2.3 implies the result. ) 1 
The rest of the proof of Theorem 2.1 consists of replacing the maxima 
M(T ’ Ik x jk,) of cf.&) = J(t) cos 8 + r](t) sin 8 by the maxima taken over 
a discrete set of t- and &values, sufficiently close to catch all extreme values, 
and then to prove that these maxima are asymptotically independent. 
Therefore, let q and p be positive numbers such that 
fq-+a>O, up-+-b>0 
when u + co, a and b being constants which shall be permitted to go to zero 
at a later stage. 
68311012-4 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let q, p -+ 0 as u -+ 03 so that uq -+ a > 0, up - b > 0, 
and write 
and I?a,b for the corresponding lim sup. Then 
lim ra,b = lim fia,b = 1 
if a, b -+ 0 so that b2/a + 0. 
Proof. If we write &B(t) = c(t) cos 0 + q(t) sin 0 in the alternative form 
&(t) = A, cos(0 - 13,) where A, = (P(t) + $‘(t))1/2, we get that sups &e(t) = A, 
is attained at 0 = et , which falls in one of the intervals [jp, ( j + 1) p), j = 0, 
I,... We can therefore obtain upper and lower bounds for the probability in (2.6), 
p()<yg?,, bm G u < o<ypy2r &P(4)) 
I 
< P(A0 cos p < u < A*} < P{A$( 1 - ~~/2)~ < u2 < AQ2} 
> P{A,, < u < A, cos p} 3 P{A,2 < u2 < AQ2(1 - ~~/2)~}, (2*7) 
of which we now concentrate on P{Ao2 < u2 < Ag2( 1 - ~~/2)~}; the other bound 
is treated similarly. Introducing the normalized difference quotient 
H 
a 
= A2 - A2 
2q(Ao2)l12 
we can write this probability as 
P{Ao2 < u2 < Ag2(1 - ~~/2)~} = P{u” + 01, - 2q(A,2)1/2 H, < A,,2 < u”} 
V-8) 
where 
01 u= -u2 ( 
1 - (1 -;2,2)2 
) 
= u”p” . (; Ipp8;;)2 - b2 as u+co. 
The reason for writing the probability in this form is that, as q + 0, Ao2 and HQ 
are asymptotically independent and H,JM(~(O) I;(O) + v’(O) q(O))/@(O) + 
q2(0))r12) asymptotically N(0, 1). T o use this, let 5, 17 be independent iV(0, 1) 
variables, and note that the conditional distributions of l(q) and q(q), given t(O) 
and ~(0) can be expressed as 
(5(q) I 5(O) = 4 L 47) + iI1 - ‘2(4))1’2 
(r)(q) I 40) = r> k Y’(4) + dl - ~2w’2* 
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Using this in the definition of H, , we obtain after some rearrangement, with 
y = y(q), 
(f&r 1 r(o) = 3, ~(0) = y) A (x;Sf;;F . ‘(’ ;yp)“2 + ,& + cU (2.9) 
where (~5 + yv)/(x2 + y2)lj2 is N(0, l), regardless of X, y, and 
pu = _ (x2 +Y2N - y2) 
2q(x2 + y2)1/2 
and 
4 = 
(1 - y2)(C2 + 7”) 
2q(x2 + y2)W 
is a random variable. 
Writing 4(O) = A, cos 8, = X, ~(0) = A, sin 6, = y, the probability (2.8) 
can be evaluated as 
&,,eo(P{u2 + au - 2q(x2 + ~‘)l’~ H, -c x2 + y2 G u2 I 5(O), $I))), (2.10) 
where the conditional distribution of H, is equal to the distribution of the variable 
to the right in (2.9). Ob viously, the probability in (2. IO) is zero if .x2 + y2 > u2, 
while if x2 + y2 = u2 - h < u2, it is equal to 
P{H, > (h + ~,)/2q(x2 + y’)l” I 5(O) = x, q(o) = Y> 
Y(l - Yy2 h + a,, 
q + Bu + ETA > Zq@2 + y2)l/2 + I 
Since q(x2 + y2)l12 + a, 0~~ -+ b2, 8, + -uA2/2, and rq-I(1 - +I2 -+ (h2)lj2, 
and the random variable cl tends to zero in probability, we find that this proba- 
bility tends to a non-degenerate limit, (with 5 a N(0, I)-variable), 
P &I,)112 - CA,/2 > Jg 
I I 
= 1 - @ ( 2&12)l12 + Yo.,) (2.11) 
where Y=,~ -+ 0 as a, b -+ 0, b2/a -+ 0. 
Since As2 and 6, are independent, and exponentially and uniformly distributed, 
respectively, we get for (2.10), 
I I vro tx fAo(v) fe,(t) P{B 1 i(O) = 7W cos t, q(O) = ali sin t} dt dv 
=- ; tP212 JhZ @I2 j-y0 & 
X P(B I C(O) = (3 - h)li2 cos t, ~(0) = (u” - h)l/2 sin t> & dh, 
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where B stands for the event in (2.8). A check of the distributions of Ed and 
(4 + Ydl(X2 + yy  reveals that the pointwise limit (2.11) for the probability 
actually takes place with dominated convergence, so that 
& P{B 1 C(O) = (u” - h)li2 cos t, ~(0) = (u* - h)l/* sin t} dt dh 
(2.12) 
--+ ; 6 eh’2 (l - @ (24;2)1,2 + %A)) dh 
= --(I - @(yasb)) + & lrn e-d/2+(s-r,,0a(n,)“B dx 
Ya,b 
z r a,b , saY. 
Collecting (2.8)-(2.12), we obtain that as u + co, 
PiA,* < u2 < Ag2(1 - p2/2)2} N e-U8’2r,,b . 
An elementary calculation now shows that 
and since qp(u) - a(h2)1/2/(27r)1/2 e+‘/* 
stated conditions. 1 
LEMMA 2.6. (a) If I = (a, b], J = 
then 
as a -+ 0, b2/a --f 0, 
this proves that t&b -+ 1 under the 
[a, /I) and uq + a > 0, Up -+ b > 0, 
(b) If u = Ut4 x (Vi Jtd, then 
where 
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Proof. (a) If we write N, (*~*) for the number of u-upcrossings for the 
sequence maxkssJ tks(j!hjq ET*IandcomparewithN,(I~ J) =#(tfT*I; 
(t(t), T(t)) = (24 cos 0, u sin e), some 0 E J, outcrossing), it follows from Lemma 
2.3 that 
< lim sup P(N,(I X J) b 1, NY’ = 01 
u-m 
Here E(N,(I X J)) = (T(b - a)@ - ~4272) A@), while 
Now it can be seen, in the same manner as in Lemma 2.3, that asymptotically the 
two sequences mmkDEJ I&( jq), jq E T * I and max &Jc &p( jq), jq E T . I can 
not have u-upcrossings at the same time, and this implies that, as u -+ co, 
Therefore, 
(b) This part follows by applying Boole’s inequality and the result of 
Part (a). I 
To finish the proof of Theorem 2.1, it now remains to prove that the maxima 
over the discrete set of points (jq, Kp) taken over disjoint rectangles T - I, x 
(US Jzi) are asymptoticahy independent. This will in fact follow by the same 
technique as works for proving independence between maxima of a finite 
number of Gaussian processes, despite the fact that now an increasing number 
of processes tkp(t) are involved. 
To this end, divide the interval (0, T] into pieces of length h’, where h’ < hi 
is chosen as in Lemma 2.2. Furthermore, take E’ < h’ and divide each piece 
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into two, of length h’ - C‘ and E’, respectively. By doing so, we obtain pairs of 
intervals A, , AT, A,, AZ,... alternately of length h’ - E’ and E’, covering the 
whole interval (0, 2’1. Similarly, take an h” < h;l and an E” < h” and divide the 
interval [0,2~-) into intervals B, , Bf, B, , Bij; ,... alternately of length h” - E” and 
I, E . 
By doing so we shall take h” sufficiently small to permit that each Jri can be 
well approximated by a union of Bi-sets. 
LEMMA 2.7. Ifr(t) + 0 as t --f co, andfor each l > 0, 
$ .<Z<, 1 r(jg)l di(l+lr(ig)l) + 0 
. . 
(2.13) 
as T, u -+ co so that TV(U) = 7, q + a > 0, UP + b > 0, then 
us h” + 0, where m = [(B - ar)/h”], n = [T(b - a)/h’], [ ] denoting integer part, 
(b) 
Proof. (a) First take m + 1 intervals Bi ,..., Bi+, such that J C Uzy (B, u 
Bz), and similarly n + 1 intervals A, ,..., Aa+, such that 
z+Tz 
T.IC u (A&A:), 
t=Z 
and write (J B, for the maximal union of the chosen B,-sets which is entirely 
contained in J, and u A, for the maximal union of A,-sets contained in T . I. 
Suppose there are m’ and n’ subintervals in U B, and u A, , respectively. Then 
b-a 
+ h’ - TP{ sup sup L(t) > 4 + ‘+ Pioggm o=$ o<B<h” OSt<r’ , b(t) > u> \ 
- (b - a)@ - a)~ . E’E” I (b - a)7 . Elhn 
h’h” 2?r h’ 2r 
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(2.14) 
Our next task is to show that 
as u -+ co, and this will follow from the well known estimate of the difference 
between two multivariate normal distributions in terms of their covariances, 
used in almost all proofs in this context; for a proof and explicit statement, see 
e.g. Leadbetter et al. (1979), Lemma 3.2. 
If we write 
ykM) = ykp,& - jk) = Cov(~k&), 5‘kLid) 
= r((i - j)q) cos((k - Z)p), 
the mentioned inequality states that 
< C I* C* 1 y,,(i, j)l ~-~a/(l+lrdi*~)l) 
k<l id 
(2.16) 
where &#nd x& are sums over combinations (A, 1) and (i, j) such that either 
kp and lp belong to different B,intervals, or iq and jq belong to different A,- 
intervals (or both), and C is a constant whose value depends on E’ and E”, 
( CT>& sup = t>e’.eac” (1 - Yyt) toss B)-‘/a). 
To estimate the sum in (2.16), first take a (k, I) such that kp and Ep belong 
to diierent B,-interval, so that in particular I k - I 1 p > E” and 1 r,,(i, j)l < 
cos E” = 1 - 6, say. 
Forleach such pair (k, I), 
C 1 ykl(i, j)l ~-~al(l+l%W)l) 
t<i 
< T(b 4 ‘) C ( r(jq)l ~-Ua/(l+lr(5U)I) 
l ‘yq(T(b-al 
+ 2vJ - 4 .1I_ e-u’/(2-8) 
4 !I 
, 
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and since there are in total not more than (2~/$)~ such pairs, the contribution 
of this type to (2.16) is at most 
and since 
T(pq)-2 e-ua/(2-a) = 
as u 3 co, uq + a > 0, up -+ b > 0, Tj.~(u) + 7, this tends to zero by assump- 
tion (2.13). 
Next consider those terms in (2.16) for which kp and Ip belong to the same 
B&nerval, and thus 1 i - j 1 q > E’. The total contribution from such terms 
is not more than 
CT 3 .,<;<= I e!)l e-“*‘(l+‘r(‘q)‘) 
which again tends to zero by (2.13). Since all the factors 
differ from 
by less than 
this shows (2.15). 
Since n/n’ -+ 1 as T -+ co and m/m’ -+ 1 as h” --f 0, (2.14) and (2.15) show 
part (a) of the lemma. 
Part (b) follows in exactly the same way by a direct estimation of the differ- 
ence in probabilities, leading to a sum like (2.16), and the details will therefore 
not be repeated. 1 
It now only remains to show that the simple covariance condition (2.1), 
i.e. r(t) log t -+ 0 as t A co, is sufficient for (2.13). 
LEMMA 2.8. If (2.1) holds, then so does (2.13) ;f T&) -+ 7, uq -+ a > 0, 
up+ b > 0. 
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Proof. Take a constant ,3 such that 0 < j3 < (1 - S)/(l + a), where 8 = 
supt> ) r(t)] < 1. Then, using (2.3), we obtain 
2$ cqgTB j r(jq)l e-uz/(l+lr(j*)t) 
< T1+B 
'42p2 
e-u*/(1+8) < c T&) ---z4cexp(-$(*-~))+0, 
“P * UP 
where C and c are constants. For the remaining sum we have the upper bound 
--$ TBz,T 1 r(jq)l e-ue(l-lr(jg)l). 
Writing 8(t) = supsat j I($) log s ) + 0 as t -+ co, we have for s 2 t > 1, 
1 r(s)1 < G(t)/log s Q G(t)/log t, and (2.3) shows that for jq > TB, 
u2 1 I( jq)l < C log T * 6( Te)/log Ts = $ S(TB). 
Since this tends to zero as T + CO, it remains to prove that 
T 
3 e-“p T&jg<T 
c I r(jq)l --f 0 as T-t co. 
But this expression does not exceed 
G(TB)/log TB = c WB) /I (log T)e qBp% + OS 
since (2 log T)‘/“q - up--f a > 0, and (2 log T)‘l”p - up + b. 1 
End of proof of Theorem 2.1. We have to show that if U = &Ik X ((JjIk,), 
then 
P (Q n {M(T . II, x Jki) G u}) --+ e4(U’/2” = P{N(U) = 01, 
j 
where m(u) = CI, (h - 4 . Cj (Bw - cd 
From Lemma 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7, 
while for f = (a, b], J = [LX, /3), m = [(p - or)/h”], n = [T(b - 4)/h’], 
lim sup I P(M(T * I x J) < u) - P(M((0, h’] x [0, h”)) Q u}“” ) + 0 
u-m 
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as h” -+ 0. Since, by Lemma 2.2, 
P{M((O, h’] x [0, h”)) f u>” = (G /L(U) + c&(u)))” -+ E?‘(~-~)“~~, 
and mh” --+ /3 - 01 as h” + 0, this completes the proof of the theorem. m 
Remark 2.9. The conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds if the differentiability 
condition (1.1) is replaced by 
r(t) = 1 - C(t) / t 10 + o(C(t) 1 t I”) as t -+ 0, 
where C(t) is a slowly varying function and 0 < 01 < 2, provided that so called 
E-crossings are substituted for ordinary crossings; see Lindgren et al. (1975). 1 
3. COMPLETE POISSON CONVERGENCE OF EXTREMES 
In the previous section, we showed that the outcrossings through a cylinder 
with radius u tend to a Poisson point process over the unit cylinder, when 
u +- co, if suitably normalized in time and space. We shall here consider the 
outcrossings through two or more cylinders, with simultaneously increasing 
diameters, and see how the joint distributional convergence implies a general 
extreme value theorem for (t(t), 7(t)). We shall first define a suitable normaliza- 
tion that can be used on arbitrary cylinders. 
Let, as before, 
p(u) = (h2/27r)1/2 ue-u2/2 
be the mean number of exits across the circle with radius u by (t(t), v(t)), 
0 < t < 1. Note that for any value of p, 0 < p < (h2/2me)li2, there are two 
distinct values of u such that P(U) = p. For any u > 0, write u’ for the unique 
number such that u’ 3 1, p(G) = p(u), and note that the function 
U 
u--== A, PW ( 
2* l/2 eus’2 
) - ii 
is increasing in u. Of course if u > 1, then G = u. 
Further, if A, = (p(t) + ~~(t))r/~ denotes the distance process, write At 
for the process defined by & = u’ if A, = u. 
Now let T be fixed, write 
1 277e V2 
t-T = - 
Th,’ ( ) 
and define the time and space normalized process (&(t), vr(t)), 0 < t < 1, by 
1 
(‘k@), &)) = Tp(A,T) a,, (WY, SW (3-l) 
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This means that if ([r2(t) + ~$(t))~l” =I >r,,then A,, = (p(U)+ ~~(tZ’))l/~ > 1, 
and consequently AtT = AtT and Tp(A,r) = l/y. 
The transformation from the Gaussian process (c(t), q(t)), 0 < t < T, to the 
process ([r(t), r]r(t)), 0 < t < 1, therefore means that we introduce a new non- 
Gaussian process which has, on the average, l/r outcrossings per time unit 
across the circle S,. with radius r > 0 and center at the origin. 
The essential thing is that when T and u are fixed and Tdu) = 7 < l/r=, then 
crossings of a circle with radius u by (t(t), r](t)) are equivalent to crossings of a 
circle with radius I/T by (&(t/T), qT(t/T)). 
Next, let I = (a, 61, J = [OI, p), 0 < 01 < ,6 < 277, be intervals and consider, 
as in Section 2, 
WI x 1) = {(4 r cos 6, Y sin 0); t E I, 8 E J}. 
The result of Theorem 2.1 can be rephrased to say that the point process of 
outcrossings through (0, 11 x 4A= &do, 11 x P, 274) by (MO, ?I&)), 
0 < t < 1 tends in distribution to a Poisson process with intensity measure 
(+W dt 4&) on (0, 11 x %, , where C&.(X) denotes the Haar measure on S, 
with total mass 21~. 
If we now consider not one but several intensities pi > *.a > rn we obtain n 
different limiting Poisson processes, one on each cylinder (0, l] x Si,7i, 
i = l,..., 71. As can be expected from the univariate theory, these Poisson 
processes are not independent, but that on (0, l] x SrFi+, obtained from that 
on (0, I] x S1,7i by independent deletion of points with deletion probability 
1 - Ti+JTi . 
To formalize, define the limiting point process N” in (0, l] x R2, with its 
points concentrated to (0, I] x Uy=, S1,7i as follows. Let N1 be a Poisson 
process on (0, l] X Sijrl with intensity measure (T$?T) dt ds,,,(x). If Nr has 
a point located at some (t, ~;l cos 0,~;~ sin 0), place, with probability 72/~1 ,
a point also on (0, l] x Sr,sa at (t, ~2~ cos 8, 7T1 sin t9). Doing this independently 
for all points in N1, we obtain a point process N2 on (0, l] x Sr,78 which is a 
Poisson process with intensity measure (~,/2a) dt ds,,,2(x). Extending the 
procedure up to N”, we can define N” (where fi = (I,..., n)) as the sum N” = 
xi”=, Ni. This thinning property was discovered for univariate processes by 
Qualls ( 1969). 
Let, furthermore, Nri be the point process on (0, l] x &‘ generated from 
the outcrossings through the cylinder by the process (t, t=(t), TJt)), 0 < t < 1, 
and write NT’ = cF=, NTi. Both N” and Nrs thus have their points concentrated 
on the cylinders (0, l] x Si,,*, i = l,..., n. 
THEOREM 3.1. If the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satis$ed, the point process 
NT’ = xy=, NTi on (0, l] x &‘=, Sl,7i , r1 > v-0 > 7, , tends in distribution to the 
process NA = CL, Ni, whose components Ni each are Poisson processes on (0, l] x 
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S l/T/ , Nifl obtained from Ni by independent deletion of points, with deletion 
probability 1 - T~+~/T~ . 
Proof. We shall not repeat details, where they duplicate the steps in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1, but concentrate on the new problems arising when 
dealing with more than one cylinder. This will involve some points which 
differ from the univariate case. 
Let I = (a, b], J = [01, 5), K = (K, A] be real intervals, 0 < a < b < 1, 
0 < 01 < ,!I < 27r, 0 < K < A, and write 
IX J~K={(t,rcos8,rsin8);t~I,i3~J,r~K}. 
Then we have to prove that, as T + 03, 
(a) E(N,“(I x J x K)) + E(N”(I x J x K)) and 
(b) P{N,“( U) = O> -+ P(N’( U) = 01 when U is a finite union of sets of 
the above type. 
Here (a) follows directly from part (a) in the proof of Theorem 2.1. For (b), 
write U in the form 
U = (j Ii x Ji x 
i=l 
where the sets Ii x Ji , i = I,..., m are disjoint, and each Kik contains at most 
one 15 = l/rj , and suppose we have arranged it so that either rk E Kik or 
rk $ uz-1 &k . Then 
N$(U) = i NT’ 
k=l 
= i f NT”(It X Jd X Kik). 
k=l i=l 
(3.2) 
For each i, let Ki be the smallest k such that rk E K,, , (if no such K exists, the 
corresponding term in (3.2) is automatically zero, so we can exclude this possi- 
bility). Then 
{N,‘(U) = 0} = h fi {Nrk(Ii X Ji X Kik) = 01, 
k=li=l 
where, as we shall prove, 
P kfil 2fJ ~.NT~(Is X Ji X Kd = 01 
- P fi {Np(I< X Ji X Kik<) = 0) * 0 
i=l 
(3.3) 
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as T -+ co. Now Ii x Ji , i = l,..., m are disjoint, and by Theorem 2.1, each 
IV3(Ii x Ji x I&i) tends in distribution to the Poisson variable @(I, x Ji x 
KiK.), so that I 
P{NP(Ii x Ji x I&,,) = 0} 
Now it is a rather straightforward generalization of the steps in Lemmas 2.4, 
2.6-2.7, to show that A@(& x Ji x Klki), i = l,..., m are asymptotically 
independent, so that 
p fj {Np(Ii X Ji X &r) = 0} 
I I 
- fi P{N”‘(li x Ji x I&,) = 01 
i=l i=l 
+ P{W( U) = O}, 
by the construction of the process N’. To prove (b) all that remains is therefore 
to prove (3.3). But (3.3) will follow, if we prove that for each i, and k > ki , 
P{Np(Ii X Ji X Kiki) = 0, Nr”(Ii X Ji X Kik) > l} + 0, as T-em, 
(3.4) 
which is to say that there in the limit can not be any outcrossing of an outer 
cylinder, if there is no outcrossing of an inner one. 
Dropping the K-s and the index on Ii , Ji , we prove that for k > k, , 
P{Nrk(I x J) > @(I x J)} + 0. (3.5) 
To show (3.5) split I = (a, b] into p subintervals Ii = (a +j(b - a)/p, 
a + (j + I)@ - Q)/Pl, j = o,..., P - 1, where p is arbitrary, and introduce, 
as in Section 2, 
&(t) = t(t) cos fl + q(t) sin 8, 
M(I x J) = sup{&@); t E I, B E J}. 
Let E > 0 be an arbitrary constant, and write JF = [a - E, a) U [j?, p + e). 
Then 
Lo-1 9-l 
+ c P( sup &(T(a + j(b - a)/P) > @k,) + 1 PiNrk(l’ X J> 2 2) 
J-O oa<zn j=O 
< P{M( T . I x Je) > u3 + PW, > UI> + PPWT~(~O x J> 3 2) 
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so that, by Theorem 2.1, (writing yk = (b - a)(/3 - a) rk/2rr), 
lim sup P{Nr”(I X J) > #(I X J)} 
T-G 
< 1 - eK2sv1 + p 1 im sup P(Nr”(I’ x /) 2 23 
T+OZ 
= 1 _ e-2w + * (1 _ e-Q/P _ $l e-Yh/.)* 
Since 6 is arbitrary and ~(1 - e-y/P - (r/p) e-Y/P) + 0 as p -+ co, this proves 
(3.5), and with this the proof of the theorem is complete. 1 
We shall now use Theorem 3.1 to analyse the location in time and space of 
the most extreme parts of the curve (t, CT(t), am), 0 < t < 1. One possible way 
of doing this would be to identify the local maxima of the distance process A, = 
({2(t) + ~z(t))l/~, but since our covariance condition (1 .l) does not ensure that A, 
has a second derivative, this would force us to leave the framework for the rest 
of the theory. Therefore we shall instead talk of local e-maxima, a term which was 
introduced in Lindgren et al. (1975). Let t, be the time for the most extreme 
At-value, 
A,, = sup A,. 
o<t<T 
Letting l > 0 be an arbitrary but fixed constant, write II = (0, tl - l ] u 
(tr + E, 2’1, and define t, to be the time for the most extreme At-value inI, , 
At2 = sup A,. 
t+ 
Proceeding recursively, with I, = ZnM1 n (tnwl - E, t,-, + cl”, define t, by 
Atn = sup A,, 
wn 
always taking the leftmost point if more than one t-value is possible. This 
procedure will give us a set of points in R3, 
(T-lb , M~-%l)9 rlT(~-%N, n = 1, 2,..., 
constituting a point process in (0, I] x Ro2, where Ro2 = {(x, y) E R2; x2 + 
y2 > 01; we denote this point process of local e-extremes by NT. The main 
result of this section will be that NT tends in distribution to a Poisson process N 
in (0, I] x Roz with an intensity measure (expressed in cylindrical polar 
coordinates), 
y(t, T, 0) dt dr d0 = & dt dr dt’. (3.6) 
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THEOREM 3.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, the time and space 
normalizedpoint process NT of local E-extremes of (t, 5(t), v(t)), 0 < t < T, tends 
in distribution to a Poisson process N in (0, l] x Ro2 with intensity 1/(25r2). 
Proof. We use the notation from the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
I x J x K = {(t, Y  cos 0, T sin 0); t ~1, 0 E J, r E K} 
and shall prove that, as T + co, 
(a) E(N,(I x J x K)) -+ E(N(I x J x K)) when I = (a, b], J = [a, P], 
K = (IC, h], 0 < a < b < 1,O < 01< /3 < 27r, 0 < K < h, and 
@I WW) = 01 -+ P(N( U) = 0} when U is a finite union of sets of the 
above type. 
For short, write NT~ and NTA for the number of outcrossings through 
I x J x i’+ = W x J), and I x J x {X} = S,(I x J), respectively, and 
Np’ and N$” for the number of points in NT which fall in I x J x [K, co), 
and I x J x [X, oo), respectively. Further, let E > 0 be as above and define the 
.+separated points in I x J x [K, CO) as follows. Let 
SIK = inf@; (t, L(t), dt)) ~1 x J x [K, ~)I, 
S2K = inf(t > SIX + r; (t, h(t), n-(t)) ~1 x J x [K, ~)I-, 
etc., and similarly SiA’, S:“‘,... with [h, 00) replacing [K, co). Then 
Np = #{S,“EI), NF = #(Si” E I} 
are the number of E-separated point in I x J x [K, co), and 1 x J X [h, co). 
A little reflection then shows that 
Nf’ < Ni’ 2-Y a = K, h (3.7) 
and that 
P(N: < N$‘} -+ 1, (3.8) 
since NT1 Q N$” unless there is at least one outcrossing which is followed by 
another one within less that E, and the probability of this tends to zero by 
Theorem 2.1. 
Furthermore, for any arbitrary p, with ICk = (k, kr + e/p] and Ik = 
(kc, (k + I)4 
N~<NTi+#{k;I,ICCT*IandM(I,k x J)>q} 
+ #{k; Ik C T * I and M(Ik x Jc) > ui}, 
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so that for i = K, A, 
E(NF - N;) 
< w - 4 
E P{M(I<* x J) > Ui} + T(b <- 4 wf(I” x JJ > 4 
--f (b - a)(/3 -a) Ti + (b - a) 2E7i 
2e 2rr 
(3.9) 
as T -+ co. Here 7K = l/K, 7;\ = l/h, and u, and u,, are the corresponding levels, 
such that Tp(u,) -+ ri as T -+ 00. Since E and p are arbitrary, this, together 
with (3.7) and (3.8), shows that 
Since 
this shows that 
gi E(N,(I x J x K)) = ;z E(N,” - N,“) = @ - u?! - 4 (TK - TA) 
which proves (a). 
Part (b) follows from (3.7)-(3.9), and the equivalence of the events (N,(I x 
J x K) = 0} and {Ni”(I x J) = N$!‘(I x J)>, since for each subrectangle 
liy+&f P(NF = NT’} -+ 1, i = K, A, 
as c --+ 0. Therefore 
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so that lim su~r+~ or = 0 by (3.9). Since it now follows from Theorem 3.1 that 
we have proved part (b) and therefore the theorem. 1 
A univariat version of Theorem 3.2 for dependent sequences has recently 
been obtained by Adler (1978). 
4. EXTREMAL THEORY FOR THE $PROCESS AND ITS CONCOMITANTS 
The complete Poisson convergence in Theorem 3.2 shall now be applied to yield 
the limiting extreme value distribution, not only for the $-process 
but for a class of processes which we shall call concomz’tants to the xa-process. 
Let R2 3 (x1 , x2) - g(xr , x2) E R be a continuously differentiable function and 
write 
g*(r cos 8, Y sin 8) = Q(r2 - g(r cos 8, r sin e)), 
so that 
g(Y cos 8, Y sin e) = ~2 - 2g*(r cos 8, Y sin e). 
If there is a set 8 C [0,2n) with positive measure such that 
> -m, eE [o, 2r) 
~+i g*(y cos 8, Y sin e) = g*(e) < a, 
, 
e E 8 (4-l) 
then we say that the process 
X(0 = &m 7m 
is a concomitant to the +process. 
For any (x1 , xs) E 11,2, write u = (xl2 + xa2)l/” and let zi be the unique number 
such that ZZ > 1, ~(6) = p(u). For any lixed T now define a transformation 
of R,= by 
R,? 3 (xl , ~2) - &, ,x2) = (‘u’)“(xl ,x2) E Ro2 
where 7 = Tp(u). 
683/10/z-5 
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The level curve 
stk = {@l , $2) E ~02; g(x1 , x2) = u”] 
is then also transformed to 
su= = v+l , x2); (Xl , x2) E SJ. 
LEMMA 4.1. If g*(x, , x2) satis$es (4.1) and T, u --+ co so that T,u(u) -+ 
7 > 0, then S,T tends towards 
ST = 
I 
(7 COS 0, 7 sin 0); 0 E [O, 27r), r = +- eg*(@/ 
in the sector 0, in the sense that for all 8 E 8, 
/ h(r cos 8, r sin O)l --f + es*@) 
as u --c co for all T such that g(r cos 0, r sin 0) = u. 
Proof. Suppose (r cos 8, r sin 0) E S, , so that 
g(r cos 8, r sin e) = r2 - 2g*(r cos 8, r sin e) = u2. 
Thenifr > 1, 
h(r cos 8, r sin f3) - TP(I)r --A-.- (r cos 8, r sin e) = & (COS 8, sin e) 
where 
Tp(r) = T (-&)“” re-p/2 
= T  ($)l” (%2 + 2g*(r cos 0, r sin e))i/z . e-(1/2)(us+2s*(rcos8,rsin8)) 
N Tp(u) - e 
-g*(e) --, 7e-s*(s) 
as T +. 00 (and u = g(r cos 0, r sin e), 8 E 63 tied). 1 
THEOREM 4.2. If the Gaussian process (t(t), q(t)), 0 < t < T sat$ies the 
conditions of Theorem 2.1 r and 
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is a concomitant to the $process, with g satisfying (4. l), then 
P(o;FT X(t) < 22) + exp (- $ J 2n e-‘*@) dB) 
. 8=0 
Proof. Consider the set 
Go = ((~1, x2) E R2; &I , ~2) > ~“1 
and the transformed set 
St’ = {h(x, , ~2); (~1, ~2) E hoI 
with boundary SUT. Then Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 4.1 imply that for the 
normalized point process NT of local c-extremes of (t, t(t), T(t)), 0 < t < T, 
m p{NT((o, l] x St’) = o} + exp (-s”” s 
d8 dr - 
e=o ,,-l,.*(e) 2nr2 
= exp (- & [:o ems*@ de). 
Furthermore, by Lemma 4.1, 
p{o~~T d&h dt)) > u2> = p{NT((o, 11 x s:‘) > 1) + o(l) 
\ 
as!T, u -+ 00, which proves the theorem. 1 
EXAMPLE 4.3. For the x2-process, x2(t) = J’(t) + T2(t), and g*(8) = 0, 
0 < 19 < 2~ so that 
P{ sup x2(t) < u2} 3 e-‘T 
O<tST 
if Tp(u) + 7 as T, u --+ co. Here u2 is related to T by (2.3), 
u2 = 2 log T + log log T + log(h,/rr) - 2 log T + o(l). 1 
The class of concomitants to the x2-process contains processes whose level 
curves are almost circles, at least in some non-vanishing sector 0. The following 
example was studied by Hasofer (1976) in connection with random wind loads. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. The level curves of the process 
X(4 = 5(t) . I WI + 44 * I #I 
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are composed of a circular arc and two hyperbolic curves. Obviously, 
2g*(r cos 0, r sin 0) = r2 - r2(cos 19 . 1 cos 0 : + sin 0 . I sin 19 1) 
-I 0 for 0 < 0 < ~12, 
cc, for 7rj2 < 0 < 27r, 
so that 
P( sup X(t) < u”> + e--7/* 
o<tST 
if Tp(u) + 7, i.e. when u2 is related to T via (2.3). 1 
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